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Diamonds in Finland: Searching for 
the Leader of the Wolf Pack
Arctic Star Exploration Corp. is on fire.
The European diamond hunter has 
been trading record volumes recently 
while cashing up for the next round 
of an eagerly-awaited exploration 
program at its 100% owned Timantti 
Project in Finland. 

Finding diamonds is one of the most 
difficult tasks in the exploration sector. 
It’s because diamonds are pretty rare and 
consequently of high value. 

But when you do find diamonds, it can 
be one of the most rewarding success 
stories in the entire exploration and 
mining industry. 

As announced today, Arctic Star has 
commenced its 2019 exploration 
program, which “is designed to locate 
further kimberlite discoveries”. Kimberlite 
is a volcanic rock which sometimes hosts 
diamonds. 

So when you find diamonds in a 
kimberlite, the chances are great that 
you are onto something, because there 
is a rule every diamond hunter knows by 
heart: A kimberlite rarely comes alone!

Predominantly, kimberlites occur in 
groupings, also called clusters, averaging 
a minimum of 30 kimberlite bodies. And 
when these contain diamonds, it’s called 
a diamond field.

So when you already have found a 
kimberlite – and there are diamonds 
in it – then you better look around, 
because the chances of finding more 
diamondiferous kimberlites are pretty 
high. 

The more diamondiferous kimberlites 
you find, the greater are your chances 
that one of them hosts diamonds in large 
enough quantities and sizes to become 
the leader of the pack. 

Company Details
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Last year, Arctic Star was successful in 
locating and sampling 4 kimberlites 
on its Timantti Property, all of which 
contain diamonds. These diamondiferous 
kimberlite bodies found to date have 
been named White Wolf, Black Wolf, 
Grey Wolf, and Vasa Dykes. 

The reasoning behind Arctic Star to 
look for more cubs to its growing pack 
is crystal clear: As kimberlites typically 
occur in clusters, let‘s first find as many 
kimberlites as possible, and then do bulk 
sampling of the best one(s). 

Although drilling at the 4 kimberlites 
identified thus far showed some 
promising diamond counts and sizes, the 
company believes that looking for more 
kimberlites is a better bet going forward 
(in terms of creating shareholder value), 
instead of spending money on bulk 
sampling the 4 kimberlites already found. 
According to today‘s press-release: 

“There is considerable evidence that 
there are further kimberlites within 
the company’s exploration area as 
till sampling shows a distribution of 
diamond indicator minerals pointing 
to additional sources. Also, over thirty 
magnetic anomalies that may represent 
kimberlites have been identified and 
prioritized within a 3km radius of the Wolf 
kimberlites.
 
Initially the exploration work will consist 
of ground magnetic surveys over the 
priority targets, followed by trenching 
over the anomalies using an excavator. 
Arctic Star was successful in locating 
kimberlite using these methods in 
2018, and there is every reason to 
expect this success can be continued in 
2019. Kimberlite that does occur in the 
trenches will be sent for caustic fusion to 
determine micro-diamond content.
 
Results of the excavation program will be 
disclosed as information on the testing of 
targets becomes available

Kimberlites with significant diamonds 
will be slated for diamond drill testing to 
determine size, and promising magnetic 
anomalies that could not be trenched due 
to till depth will also be drill tested later 
in 2019. 

Once Arctic Star has determined that most 
of the kimberlites in this new field have 
been tested for microdiamond content, the 
company plans to conduct bulk sampling 

on the most promising diamondiferous 
kimberlites, which will better define the 
grade and give a view of the average price 
of the commercial size stones.“ 
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Source: Arctic Star Exploration Corp.’s latest Corporate Presentation (March 2019)

https://www.arcticstar.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/arctic-star-corp-presentation-03-2019.pdf
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Source: Arctic Star Exploration Corp.’s latest Corporate Presentation (March 2019)
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Disclaimer and Information on 
Forward Looking Statements
All statements in this report, other than 
statements of historical fact should be con-
sidered forward-looking statements. Much 
of this report is comprised of statements 
of projection. Statements in this report 
that are forward looking include that 
Arctic Star Exploration Corp. can and will 
start exploring; that exploration has or will 
discover a diamond deposit; that the com-
pany can raise sufficient funds for further 
exploration or development; that any of 
the mentioned mineralization indications 
or estimates are valid or economic; that the 
company will start working on its property 
immediately; that when you find diamonds 
in a kimberlite, the chances are great that 
you are onto something; that the more 
diamondiferous kimberlites you find, the 
greater are your chances that one of them 
hosts diamonds in large enough quanti-
ties and sizes; that more diamondiferous 
kimberlites will be found on the property 
with the new exploration program. Such 
statements involve known and unknown 
risks, uncertainties and other factors that 
may cause actual results or events to differ 
materially from those anticipated in these 
forward-looking statements. Risks and 
uncertainties respecting mineral explora-
tion and mining companies are generally 
disclosed in the annual financial or other 
filing documents of Arctic Star Exploration 
Corp. and similar companies as filed with 
the relevant securities commissions, and 
should be reviewed by any reader of this 
report. In addition, with respect to Arctic 
Star Exploration Corp., a number of risks 
relate to any statement of projection or 
forward statements, including among 
other risks: The receipt of all necessary 
approvals; the ability to find sufficient 
diamonds to mine; uncertainty of future 
production, capital expenditures and other 
costs; financing and additional capital re-
quirements for exploration, development 
and construction of a mine; mineral grade 
on the overall project may not be as high 
as expected; samples found to date may 
not be indicative of any further potential 
on the property; the receipt in a timely 
fashion of further permitting; legislative, 
political, social or economic developments 
in the jurisdictions in which Arctic Star 
Exploration Corp. carries on business; there 
may be no agreement with neighbors, 
partners or government on developing 
infrastructure; operating or technical diffi-
culties or cost increases in connection with 
mining or development activities; the abil-
ity to keep key employees and operations 
financed; and the resource prices available 
when the resource is mined. There can be 
no assurance that such statements will 
prove to be accurate, as actual results and 
future events could differ materially from 
those anticipated in such statements. Ac-
cordingly, readers should not place undue 

reliance on forward-looking information. 
Rockstone and the author of this report do 
not undertake any obligation to update 
any statements made in this report except 
as required by law.
Disclosure of Interest and 
Advisory Cautions
Nothing in this report should be construed 
as a solicitation to buy or sell any securities 
mentioned. Rockstone, its owners and the 
author of this report are not registered 
broker-dealers or financial advisors. Before 
investing in any securities, you should 
consult with your financial advisor and a 
registered broker-dealer. Never make an 
investment based solely on what you read 
in an online or printed report, including 
Rockstone’s report, especially if the in-
vestment involves a small, thinly-traded 
company that isn’t well known. The author 
of this report is paid by Zimtu Capital Corp., 
a TSX Venture Exchange listed investment 
company. Part of the author’s responsibil-
ities at Zimtu is to research and report on 
companies in which Zimtu has an invest-
ment. So while the author of this report is 
not paid directly by Arctic Star Exploration 
Corp., the author’s employer Zimtu will 
benefit from appreciation of Arctic Star 
Exploration Corp.’s stock price. The author 
also owns shares of Arctic Star Exploration 
Corp. and Zimtu Capital Corp., and thus 
would also benefit of appreciation of their 
stocks. Arctic Star Exploration Corp. has a 
common director with Zimtu Capital Corp. 
and Arctic Star may pay Zimtu to provide 
this report and other investor awareness. 
Overall, multiple conflicts of interests exist. 
Therefore, the information provided should 
not be construed as a financial analysis or 
recommendation but as an advertisement. 
The author’s views and opinions regarding 
the companies featured in reports are his 
own views and are based on information 
that he has researched independently and 
has received, which the author assumes to 
be reliable. Rockstone and the author of 
this report do not guarantee the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness of any con-
tent of this report, nor its fitness for any 
particular purpose. Lastly, the author does 
not guarantee that any of the companies 
mentioned will perform as expected, and 
any comparisons made to other compan-
ies may not be valid or come into effect.  
Please read the entire Disclaimer carefully. 
If you do not agree to all of the Disclaimer, 
do not access this website or any of its 
pages including this report in form of a 
PDF. By using this website and/or report, 
and whether or not you actually read 
the Disclaimer, you are deemed to have 
accepted it. Information provided is for 
entertainment and general in nature. Data, 
tables, figures and pictures, if not labeled or 
hyperlinked otherwise, have been obtained 
from Shutterstock.com, Stockwatch.com, 
Comdirect.de, Arctic Star Exploration Corp., 
and the public domain. 
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Rockstone Research is specialized 
in capital markets and publicly 
listed companies. The focus is set 
on exploration, development, and 
production of resource deposits, as 
well as cannabis and technology 
ventures. Through the publication 
of basic geological and stock 
market knowledge, the individual 
company and sector reports receive 
a background in order for the reader 
to be inspired to conduct further 
due diligence and to consult with a 
financial advisor. 

All Rockstone reports are being made 
accessible free of charge, whereas it is 
always to be construed as non-binding 
research and is addressed solely to 
a readership that is knowledgeable 
about the risks, experienced with stock 
markets, and acting on one’s own 
responsibility. 

For more information and sign-up for 
free email newsletter, please visit: 
www.rockstone-research.com
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